
‘...and everything between’, Tina Schwarz
                       The new body of Schwarz’ work continues a 
series of paintings about writers that especially draw her attention due to their extraordinary and complex personalities. It’s very common 
that literature, at least as much as visual sources, form the starting point of an idea that she then puts onto canvas into her own 
language.

The title ‘...and everything between’ started loosely with the Black & White Ball that Truman Capote held on November 26, 1966. 
It was a masquerade ball. A major question in Schwarz’ work would be: 
How many masks do we wear throughout life?
How much must we hide?

The characters depicted give a very strong example how life and the times that it is lived in, forces them to decide who they want to be 
and how honest you want to show who you are- against all odds.
Schwarz’ scenarios always have something enigmatic; stages for her characters. References can be found within as well as outside the 
paintings. They demand time to look at them in order to answer the questions that they throw up and they tell stories for those that listen 
carefully and read between the lines.

It’s never just black & white,  ...it’s everthing between.

Tina Schwarz, 2014
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